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UNIT-1 EMERGENCE OF RADIO TECHNOLOGY; THE
COMING OF GRAMPHONE
Unit Structure
1.1 Learning Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Invention of Radio
1.4 Brief History of Radio Broadcasting
1.5 Internationalization of Radio
1.5.1 British Broadcasting Corporation
1.5.2 Voice of America
1.5.3 RFI, DW and list of some other broadcasters
1.5.4 All India Radio – External Service Division
1.5.5 Technology and International Radio
1.6 Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
1.7 Satellite Radio
1.8 Internet Radio
1.9 Conclusion
1.10 Summary
1.11 Check Your Progress
1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
In this unit, you will learn about the origin of radio broadcast and study its growth
and evolution in the international scenario. You will learn about the major players in
the international broadcast and will also be apprised about the content leanings. The
module offers an examination of the technological changes in the field of audio
broadcast and analyzes its implications in the field.
1.2 INTRODUCTION
In this unit you will learn the origin and growth of radio broadcast with special focus
on international broadcast. Radio is the most widespread media across the globe. It is
a personal medium that is easy to comprehend even for those who don’t have formal
education. If we look at the history of radio, its powers have been used in the spheres
of politics, propaganda and development purposes. Whenever Radio has been used
for propaganda, it has come out as a very powerful media. Examples from the Second
World War and more recently from Rwanda underline the huge impact of radio in
propagating hatred and even violence. Radio has also been put to political use, with
the national governments using it as a tool for authority. Radio has been employed as
an important instrument in the process of development. Public service broadcast as
well as community radio have been used to a good effect in propagating messages on
health, education, gender equality etc. Radio also is looked upon as window to the
outside world (UNESCO report). Besides, commercial radio too has seen great
success and is one of the preferred modes of entertainment and news across the globe.
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1.3 INVENTION OF RADIO
Invention of Radio brings two other inventions: the Telegraph and Telephone. All
three technologies are closely related, and radio technology actually began as
"wireless telegraphy."
The term "radio" can refer to either the electronic appliance that we listen with or to
the content that plays from it. In any case, it all started with the discovery of radio
waves—electromagnetic waves that have the capacity to transmit music, speech,
pictures, and other data invisibly through the air. Many devices work by using
electromagnetic waves, including radios, microwaves, cordless phones, remote
controlled toys, televisions, and more.
1.4 BRIEF HISTORY OF RADIO BROADCASTING
Radio broadcasting traces its origins in the evolution of theories and inventions in the
fields of electromagnetism and telegraph. In the year 1864, James Maxwell gave the
theory that electromagnetic waves could travel through free space. Working on
electromagnetism theory of Maxwell, Hertz could prove in 1888 the transmission of
airborne electromagnetic waves. Some two decades later, working on the principles
of Hertz’ waves, scientists in the US and Europe explored the possibilities of wireless
telegraphy. Rapid strides were made in communication technology to facilitate ship to
port communication and vice versa. Taking Hertz’s contribution forward, Guglielmo
Marconi, an Italian inventor was able to build commercially successful wireless
telegraphy in the year 1894. In 1899, he flashed the first wireless signal across the
English Channel, and in 1901, Marconi succeeded in creating a wireless
communication link between Europe and North America. The first radio broadcast is
attributed to Reginald Fessenden, who in the year 1906 played violin in
Massachusetts that was heard on ships at sea (Douglas, 1989). The next few years
were consolidating this AM broadcasting techniques which led to radio broadcasting
getting more commercial footprints. One of the earliest news programs to be
broadcast on radio happened in the year 1920 by a station called 8MK in Detroit,
Michigan (Archer, 1971). Radio broadcast were mostly done by stations set up in
universities in Chicago, Pittsburgh, New York etc. This was soon followed by
commercial broadcast in music and sport. By mid 1920’s, there were almost 450
radio stations in the United States which were run by amateurs (Kumar, 2011). It is
important to note here that in the early years of radio broadcasting, advertisement
wasn’t a source of revenue. Radio companies were manufacturing radios and selling
them, just as newspaper companies were selling papers. These companies were
offering programs to sell more radio sets. It was only after a few years that these
broadcasters realized they can make more money by sponsoring programs than by
just selling radio sets (Mc Chesney, 1999). Another important development during
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this period was the evolution of FM broadcasting and short waves in radio.
The refinement in radio broadcast technology and corresponding maturity of radio
broadcast resulted in two phenomenon of commercial radio in the US and
establishment of government radio in Europe. In Europe, public service broadcasting
emerged dominant and radio was not allowed to be under the dominance of private
companies for whom profit making was the sole aim. So instead of advertising as
main revenue source, these public service broadcasting depended on license fees and
taxes for financial support.
1.5 INTERNATIONALIZATION OF RADIO
Ever since the propaganda war on Radio during the second World War, radio and
other broadcast have become a part of international diplomacy. This has led to
various national or public service broadcasters beaming service across borders. After
the end of Cold War, international broadcasting has become less antagonistic and
more international cooperation is seen among international broadcasters. International
broadcast is an important piece now in international flow of communication and is
seen as a tool of free flow of information (UNESCO Report). The UNESCO also
takes a stand on international broadcasting and says that its main purposes are to
present news objectively, put forward best culture of the broadcasting country and to
promote the broadcasting countries’ views on international world issues (Kumar,
2011). Some of the leaders in international radio broadcast today include the British
Broadcasting Corporation, Voice of America, Radio France Internationale, Deutsche
Welle Radio, Radio Moscow, All India Radio External Service, etc.
1.5.1 British Broadcasting Corporation
BBC was established by the Royal Charter and is the public service broadcaster. BBC
is funded by annual TV license fee that it receives from British households and
companies that holds the radio sets. In UK, the first broadcast took place in
Chelmsford, sponsored by the Daily Mail, in 1920. This live radio broadcast was a
success and many applications were received in the coming years from private
entities to broadcast radio content. The General Post Office was the licensing
authority and it recommended that all private parties form a consortium and a single
license will then be issued. This led to the formation of British Broadcasting
Company Ltd, a private broadcasting company. However radio was deemed too
important to be left at the hands of private commercial entities and the BBC was
established as a public service broadcaster. Unlike their private entrepreneur
counterparts, BBC didn’t went for advertising as chief revenue generator but
successfully explored the route of license fees. BBC went international in the year
1927 and the World Service of the BBC started broadcasting on short waves in 1927.
They saw unparalleled growth at the international horizon and by 90’s, BBC was
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broadcasting in 38 languages with a listenership base of 130 million (Unesco report).
BBC also has been very quick in adapting to technological challenges. BBC got into
the world of digital in the year 1995 when it started Digital Audio Broadcasting
programmes. Like some other big names in international radio, they also started
broadcasting on FM bands in foreign countries where they could get the required
license to do so. BBC also offers its radio programmes on their website. It is also
looking to strengthen their podcast service to cater to radio on demand.
1.5.2 Voice of America
The Voice of America is the main broadcaster in North America that transmits
international radio programmes out of the United States. Voice of America has been
established by the government of USA and it airs programmes to various foreign
countries. This radio is financed by the US government and its administration is under
the United States Information Agency. As per a UNESCO report, by the 1990s, the
Voice of America was broadcasting 1035 hours of content all over the world and they
were broadcasting in 44 different languages. VOA’s role during the Cold War was
focused on the Communist countries and the effort was to broadcast in the regional
languages. However, ever since the end of the Cold War, the broadcast content has
become less pronounced.
1.5.3 RFI, DW and list of some other broadcasters
Radio Beijing from China is the international radio service which was started to cater
to the Asian countries. But radio has ever since evolved to broadcast on Africa,
Australia, Europe and the Americas. By 1995, it was broadcasting content in more
than forty seven languages and was on air for 2340 airtime hours every week (World
Radio and TV Handbook, 1996).
In Africa, Radio Nigeria has a robust international service as it broadcasts in Hausa,
English, French, Arabic and Swahili to all countries of Africa. South African
Broadcasting Corporation is another notable international broadcaster in Africa.
Radio France Internationale began its service in 1975 and initially its international
broadcast targeted French speaking countries only. But by 90’s, Radio France
Internationale had expanded its footprints to various other countries with their
broadcast in English, Portuguese, Chinese, Vietnamese, etc. Owing to their broadcast
in various languages along with French, RFI was able to cross 30 million listeners by
1995.
In Germany, Deutsche Welle Radio is the international broadcaster. Initially DW
produced content in German language and targeted mostly the Eastern European
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countries. But with reunification of Germany, Berlin International also merged with
DW and added strength to its political, cultural and musical programming. Today DW
has expanded its service to many other languages including English and Hindi and is
expected to cater to a listenership of 100 million.
Similarly Radio Moscow was considered a giant in international broadcast but after
the break-up of the Soviet Union, the station closed down many of its international
offices and programmes.
1.5.4 All India Radio – External Service Division
The All India Radio began their international broadcast with a programme in Pusthu
language in 1939. The idea of this broadcast was to counter the Nazi propaganda in
Afghanistan and neighbouring countries. By 90’s, the External Service Division of
All India Radio aired programmes in 155 countries in 17 Indian and eight foreign
languages (Kumar, 2011). The aim of these broadcasts is to present the Indian point
of view on major international and national issues. Through these programmes, All
India Radio also aims to present Indian culture and latest national developments to its
international listeners and Indian origin people who are settled abroad (All India
Radio, Facts and Figures, 1995). However the response to these broadcast have not
been very impactful. The Verghese Committee report also highlighted these
broadcasts as ill-planned service with a wasteful use of resources.
1.5.5 Technology and International Radio
While various national and state service broadcasters have transcended international
boundaries through their international content, various technological advancements
have also made commercial Radio to beam internationally. Some of the technology
guided advancements in radio broadcasts that have left big impression on
international radio broadcast are Digital Audio Broadcasting, Satellite Radio and
Internet Radio.
1.6 DIGITAL AUDIO BROADCASTING ( DAB)
Instead of transmitting sound as waves, Digital Audio Broadcasting transmits sound
as computer code. It also can carry text, data, images, etc. thus giving the listeners a
multimedia experience. This means that a listener on DAB can listen to the audio
program and can also see on the computer screen the name of the artist and other
information that is provided. With DAB, transmission noise is avoided and it also
allows the broadcasters to send multiple programmes simultaneously. It was first
introduced by the BBC in 1995. Other international broadcasters including All India
Radio soon adopted the technology for its clear quality of sound. However digital
audio broadcasting is a costly affair and is regarded as cost-prohibitive in countries
and regions where there are financial constraints.
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1.7 SATELLITE RADIO
The financial restrictions of DAB have been somewhat by the use of satellite radio.
Satellite radio uses satellites to broadcast radio programmes digitally. Some of the big
names in satellite radio that beam programmes internationally are World Space
Radio, Sirius and XM.
World Space used a network of satellites to air radio programmes digitally in Asia,
Africa and Latin America. In India World Space is the only foreign satellite radio
station that is allowed to broadcast. However the programmes are limited to music
based content. In the international arena, satellite radio is also used to broadcast
educational programmes.
1.8 INTERNET RADIO
The boom in internet technology and digital media has enabled almost all the major
radio broadcasters to maintain their internet presence. Key players in international
radio broadcast like the BBC, DW, VOA, AIR etc. maintain robust website where
their radio programmes can be listened. Internet radio has allowed even the localized
FM broadcasters to be heard across their borders on websites. Other than commercial
broadcasters, many individual and amateur broadcasters have also set up their radio
station on the internet. Podcast is another important development in the field of radio
broadcast. It also uses internet as the medium to transmit audio programmes.
However the major difference in podcast and internet radio is that, podcast is ondemand-radio, meaning that these programmes don’t run on fixed schedules like
those of radio stations, but they can be downloaded or listened to at the chosen time
of the audience. Once again the big international broadcasters are catching on to
podcast and claim it to be a major player in audio broadcast in the coming years.
1.9 CONCLUSION
Radio is one of the most popular media globally and has evolved with time. Radio
broadcast rode on the shoulders of wireless and telegraph technology and even today
it is continuously evolving with the changing technologies. International broadcast of
the globalised radio began as tool for propaganda and counter propaganda. Later
international radio broadcast took a more subtle tone as they began to showcase world
view point from the host countries perspective and also became a window to their
culture. Leaders in international broadcast include British Broadcasting Corporation,
Voice of America, Beijing Radio, Deutsch Welle Radio, Radio France Internationale,
Radio Moscow etc. In India, All India Radio began their international broadcast in
1939 and ever since, the external service is broadcast in more than 150 countries.
International Radio is used as a tool in international diplomacy. Changes in
technology have allowed more players to come on air with the use of internet and
digital technologies. Some of the notable technological advancement post the 1990’s
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has been Digital Audio Broadcast, Satellite Radio, Internet Radio and podcast. The
leading international broadcasters have kept abreast with the challenges and maintain
a strong internet presence today as the jostle to control the audio broadcast and it
continues in this century too.
1.10 SUMMARY
You have learnt that community media differs from commercial and public service
media as it keeps the community or the audience as the central character. This kind of
media is not driven by the profit motive, but it aims to provide voice to the
marginalized sections of the society. You have also learnt that ownership of
community media rests within the hands of the community even if not-for-profit body
may have the legal ownership. You also learnt that community’s participation in
management, production and evaluation of programs is a critical feature of
community media. You have also looked at the community media scenario in India
and mapped its genesis and evolution.
1.11 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Trace the history of broadcasting.
2. Describe internationalization of Radio.
3. Define the development on the radio on recent years.
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UNIT-2 EARLY HISTORY OF RADIO IN INDIA; EVOLUTION
OF AIR PROGRAMMES
Unit Structure
2.1
2.2

2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.7
2.8

Learning Objectives
Introduction
Radio Broadcast in India
Growth Radio Broadcasting
Evolution of Radio Programme
Special Audience Programme
Radio Broadcast in Odisha
Check your Progress

2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completion of this unit the learner would able to understand;





History of Radio in India
Growth of Radio
Radio Programmes in India
Broadcasting in Odisha

2.2 INTRODUCTION
Radio is the only audio medium which effectively transmits information to a large
number of people simultaneously. The invention of radio has been a new asset to
human speech. The objective of radio has been to strengthen information, education
and entertainment of the whole world.
Before the advent of radio, people from one area could not get news from other areas
in time. It took years of research to develop radio. Even after the invention of radio, it
took a long time to broadcast programmes as is being done today. The intention of
this study is to gain insight into how radio was invented, when did radio broadcast
begin.
2.3 RADIO BROADCAST IN INDIA
In India, as in other countries, amateurs were the first to start broadcasting. In June
1923, the Radio Club of Bombay broadcast the first radio programme in India. In
November 1923, the Calcutta Radio Club came into being. The Madras Radio Club
started broadcasting in July 1924 with a 20 kilowatt transmitter. However it closed
down due to monetary constraints.
Under a contract between the then Government of India and a private company
named Indian Broadcasting Company (IBC) Ltd, broadcasting was started in India on
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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an experimental basis at Bombay and Calcutta simultaneously which can be termed
as the first attempt at organized broadcasting.
News was broadcast for the first time on radio on 23rd July, 1927 from Bombay
station. Calcutta station started broadcasting news bulletin in Bengali language on
27th August, 1927. By 1935, Bombay station was broadcasting bulletins in English
and Hindustani languages. The station at Calcutta was broadcasting news bulletins in
Bengali as well as English by the same year. In spite of a loan from the Government,
the Indian Broadcasting Company was a financial failure. It was shut down in March,
1930 and Radio came under the direct control of the Government.
The Indian Government appointed BBC (British
Broadcasting Corporation) Producer Lionel Fielden as
Controller of Broadcasts of the newly-formed
department. It was renamed as All India Radio (AIR)
on June 8, 1936 and came to be known as ‘Akashvani’
in 1956.
Delhi station began broadcasting news bulletins from January 19, 1936. Along with
news in English and Hindustani, talk shows and programmes on current affairs were
broadcast. Central News Organization
(CNO) was set up on on 1st August, 1937. Charles Barns, who had earlier joined as
the first News Editor of CNO in September, became the Director of News.
Armed with a team of dedicated young engineers, Fielden set up short wave service
centers across India in 1938. Lucknow station was established on April 1, Madras
station was set up on June 1 and Trichy station came into being in 1939. Twenty
seven radio news bulletins daily were presented between 1938 and 1940. After
Fielden, reputed administrator A S Bokhari took charge as its first Indian Director
General. It was during his tenure that a new broadcasting unit was set up at
Parliament Street in New Delhi.
During the Second World War it was thought necessary to have both national and
external broadcasting service. The necessity of installing of high power transmitters
to expand coverage was also equally felt. During the war twenty seven bulletins were
broadcast every day.
In the year 1947 there were only 2.5 lakhs radio sets available in India and the need
was felt to have a national network.
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2.4 GROWTH OF RADIO BROADCASTING
External Services Unit was established under Director of News in 1943. By 1945,
Central News Organization began broadcasting news in different languages. After
India’s independence, news broadcast improved in quality and quantity. Emphasis
was laid on national and regional news.
After the nation’s partition into India and Pakistan, assets were divided in the 2:1
ratio. India got six stations and eighteen transmitters. Five stations were with the
princely states
Hyderabad, Aurangabad, Baroda, Mysore and Travancore – began broadcasting later.
Radio networks greatly expanded with time.
During the first Five Year Plan (1951-1956), several schemes aided the development
of broadcast. Renowned musician Pandit Ravi Shanker started the first National
Orchestra in 1952.
Lucknow and Nagpur stations started broadcasting news bulletins in Hindi and
Marathi respectively, in 1953. The first music festival was broadcast in 1955. Radio
Newsreel started broadcast on December 10 and Sardar Patel Memorial Lecture was
broadcast the same year. In 1956, the wide variety of national programmes included
opera, feature, drama, poetry festival, etc.
By the end of the first Five Year Plan, the number of radio stations in India had risen
to 27. The invention of cheap and affordable transistor in 1960 further contributed to
the tremendous popularity of radio medium.
Funds allocated for broadcast were four times more in the second Five Year Plan as
compared to the first five year plan. Programmes being produced at Delhi station
were shared with other stations of Akashvani in 1957. The following year, a folk
music festival was organized to promote national unity. A programme called ‘Rural
Radio Forum’ was broadcast from 1959 to attract rural listeners. Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru’s speech from New York was broadcast live on radio in 1960. By
1961, radio reached a listenership of nearly 55 per cent across India.
By the time the Third Five Year plan was envisioned, science had advanced radio to
medium wave transmission. Twenty six transmitters were deployed for Vividh
Bharati’s programmes. For the broadcast of entertainment programmes of All India
Radio, Vividh Bharati service was started from Bombay in 1957. Along with film
music, it provided a dose of light-hearted entertainment. Such programmes remained
popular with the masses for a long time. Vividh Bharati was successful in competing
with the programmes of Radio Ceylon (later on Radio Sri Lanka). Two more
transmitters were set up at Chandigarh and Kanpur. By 1966, 60 per cent of the
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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population could access radio signals through 54 stations.
Today, All India Radio is counted as one of the largest media organisations of the
world. With a network of 262 radio stations, AIR today is accessible to almost the
entire population of the country and nearly 92% of the total area. It broadcasts in 23
languages and 146 dialects. Programmes of the External Services Division are
broadcast in 11 Indian and 16 foreign languages. External broadcasts aim to keep the
overseas listeners and the Indian diaspora informed about developments in the
country and provide a rich entertainment fare as well.

2.5 EVOLUTION OF AIR PROGRAMMES
AIR programme pattern combines three main elements: a national channel providing
programmes of countrywide interest and significance, a zonal service from each of
the four metropolitan cities (Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras) and other state
capitals and regional services from individual stations catering the needs and interests
of the area in their language. This transmission is done through AM (Amplitude
Modulation), which is used for long and medium wave broadcast. AM sounds need
20 kHz band width of transmission. In AM the strength and intensity of radio
frequency carrier is varied in accordance with the information.
The AIR has been mounting a number of programmes on Family Welfare,
Agriculture, Rural Development, Protection of Environment, Energy, Programmes on
National Integration, Conservation, Social Evils, Consumer Protection and
Communal harmony etc.
The principal ingredients of AIR programmes output are Music, Spoken Word
Drama, Feature, News, Current Affairs, Commentaries and Discussion. Mainly AIR
focuses on developing programmes for special audiences like: Youth, Women,
Children, Farmers, Industrial Workers and Tribal Population.
Vividh Bharti
Vividh Bharti was launched on 2nd October 1957 to meet the growing demand for
popular music and light features. It was one of the popular channels of All India
Radio which later on became a source of revenue collection for radio.
Commercial advertising was introduced in AIR in November 1967, from Bombay and
Nagpur on experimental basis. It was later extended to every regional broadcasting
center of each state. The advertisements were accepted in any language as recorded
‘spots’ of 15 seconds or 30 seconds duration.
Vividh Bharti, is an alternative national service of All India Radio, it originates its
own programmes. The total duration of broadcasts of Vividh Bharti service is now 13
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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hours on week days. Extra time broadcasts on Sundays and holidays. Vividh Bharti
has occupied an important place and captured a substantial number of listeners.
Yuva Vani
Yuva Vani (the voice of youth) is a programme developed for the youth. Initially this
programme was broadcast for the first time from Delhi on 21st July 1969 Calcutta,
Delhi, Hydrabad, Jammu, Patna and Srinagar stations. This programme provides a
forum for the young between the age of 15 to 30 years, who present and participate in
a wide range of programmes, talks, discussions, sports, interviews, plays, features and
music.
School Broadcasts
All India Radio have experienced in developing school programmes in different
subjects. School broadcasting refers to programmes for school which used to be
presented from Delhi, Madras, Calcutta and Mumbai and many other centers in India.
This programme was designed to be not more than 30 minutes duration and
transmitted twice or thrice in a week during the school hours. To make the school
broadcast more effective the Govt. also provided radio sets to the schools. School
Broadcasts has been discontinued because of the lack of proper response.
Radio Drama
Radio is an audio medium, it can be heard and seen, so it is called “Radio is a theatre
of mind”. Radio drama is like story telling through different voices. The audio is a
medium of dialogue and voice of people with music and sound effects. Sounds are
main instruments in radio drama which explain or narrate the movements, progress
story and the climax etc. Radio drama programmes are like stage plays, but in stage
drama viewers can see the actors, in radio drama the listeners can identify a character
from its voice. Voice and dialogue play a vital role in radio drama. Radio Plays are
interesting and popular in 30/60 minutes programme formast.
Sports and Games
During 2001-2002, AIR provided effective coverage to national and international
sports events including Wimbledon Tennis, Traingular Cricket matches, Football
Matches,The Indo-German Hockey. Encourages traditional sports like Kabbadi and
Kho-Kho
Documentaries
Radio documentary is alike a feature story in newspaper. Documentaries are prepared
on specific subjects. Radio programmes provide factual information in a story telling
style to the listeners, mostly to educate people. Radio documentaries deal with real
issues of men, women, children, great leaders, cultures, social, political, economic
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problem and many more. Radio selects the subjects to be produced for documentary
on human interest and value addition to the society.
Talks and Discussions
Spoken-word programmes are mostly talk-based. Talk is a straight delivery on a
particular topic by a speaker who is known as a Resource Person. Talks usually have
a shorter duration say between 5 to 10 minutes. Talk is an accepted format for
highlighting an important topic or issue. Talks are usually planned by the Producers
well in advance and are recorded in the studios.
A discussion normally involves two or more participants and a moderator. It presents
different angles and opinions on a particular issue/subject. The subject can be
political, social, economic etc. The role of the Moderator is very important in a
discussion. It is he who has to ensure that the discussion remains on the track, the
participants get equal opportunity to present their viewpoints and nothing
objectionable is mentioned during the discussion. He has to sum up the discussion
towards the end of the programme. Duration of the discussion programmes vary from
15 minutes to 30 minutes depending upon the importance of the topic.
Interviews
Radio interviews are a very popular programme format. Interviewees are generally
people who have excelled in their chosen spheres be it politics, economics,
academics, performing arts, films, sports or any other. The Interviewer is supposed to
ask the questions which will elicit answers reflecting the curiosity of the listeners
regarding the interviewee. For doing this the interviewer must do homework before
going for the interview.
Movie Trailers
Vividh Bharati’s movie trailers are sponsored programmes usually of 15-30 minutes
duration. They are fast played and packed with extracts of dialogues and songs from
the film being advertised. The narrator announces in dramatic manner the names of
the stars, the producer, director, playback singer and musicians etc. Stars figure
prominently in the trailers. The movie lovers get prior information about the movie
before going to film hall. Radio played a vital role in the promotion of the movie
especially when television did not exist in India.
Educational Broadcasts
Radio provided a very useful service in University education. Many universities
introduced correspondence courses. Audio classes were/are broadcast over radio.
Delhi, Punjab(Chandigarh) Universities extended this services and were successful in
this segment. Presently many Universities have their own FM channels to
communicate and send information of the upcoming activities for their students
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National Progammes and other Special Broadcast- The concept of National
Programmes came into being for presenting the very best in our cultural heritage to
the listeners of the entire country.
Besides National Programmes of Talks in Hindi and English, Music (Hindustani &
Carnatic) there are quite a few other programmes which are broadcast on National
Hook –Up for regional listeners. These include National Programme of Regional and
Light Music, Sports Magazines and other National Magazine programmes like
Sahitya Bharati, Chitra Bharati, Vigyan Bharati and Yuva Bharati.
Mann Ki Baat- It is a matter of pride for AIR that despite being active on Internet
and Social Networking websites, the Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi chose the
public broadcaster for its mass reach and penetration in the remotest parts of the
country for sharing his thoughts, plans of action and programmes. The Prime Minister
is convinced that through radio he can stay connected with the masses. Mann Ki Baat
is an interactive programme which enjoys wide listening.
National Symposium of Poets- Introduced in the year 1956, National Symposium of
Poets (Sarva Bhasa Kavi Sammelan) is an annual event held by the public service
broadcaster in which eminent poets from different languages participate. The poetic
transliteration in Hindi is also rendered of each poem, this is broadcast on the eve of
Republic Day. The beauty of the event lies in its simultaneous broadcast in all the 22
Indian languages recognised in the Constitution of India.
Broadcast to the Nation by President, Vice President & Prime Minister and
other Important Broadcasts:
Broadcast to the Nation by the President and the Prime Minister and Commentary on
the celebration of Republic Day and Independence Day at the National Capital is
originated by AIR Delhi and relayed by other stations.
There are several other important programmes broadcast on National Hook-Up and
relayed by other AIR stations, which include President’s Address to the Joint session
of Parliament and Budget Speech by Union Finance Minister in Parliament.
2.6 SPECIAL AUDIENCE PROGRAMMES
Farm and Home Unit
Farm & Home section of the Directorate General of All India Radio guides, monitors
and supervises the programming activities for rural listeners specially designed to
cater to the day to day seasonal needs of the farming community in Hindi and
different regional languages/dialects from more than 188 Radio stations across the
country.
The Farm & Home cell at the headquarters issues instructions to stations from time to
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time for specific programme content generation and publicity campaigns based on
inputs from various ministries and departments. The programmes planned and
scheduled at the stations are tracked, especially in respect of centrally monitored
scheme Kisan Vani which is scrutinized and guidelines are issued to the stations
concerned.
The Action Taken Reports on the advisories received from the stations are processed
at the Directorate and forwarded to the concerned ministries. In view of the fast
changing requirements of the farm sector, the Farm & Home Cell also evolves
training modules and workshops for its programmers in collaboration with the
Ministry of Agriculture.
Farm and Home programmes are broadcast by all stations of AIR. Programmes are
designed based on the local day to day needs of the farming community incorporating
latest information and technology for best agricultural output. These programmes
create awareness about the ways & means to improve the agricultural productivity
and quality of the country’s farming community. The Farm & Home units of AIR
broadcast composite programmes including equal segments of rural development
schemes and hard-core agriculture programmes like animal husbandry, fisheries,
dryland and wasteland agriculture and also on segments dwelling on employment
schemes, loan and training facilities, sanitation, health hygiene and nutrition etc.
Workshops
AIR has expanded its Agriculture Broadcasts with the launch of an exclusive project
on Mass Media support to Agriculture Extension entitled ‘Kisan Vani’ from Feb.
2004, in collaboration with the Department of Agriculture & Cooperation, Ministry
Of Agriculture, to keep local farmers informed about the daily market rates weather
reports and day to day information in their respective areas at micro level. Presently
Kisanvani is being broadcast and relayed from identified 96 AIR stations across the
country.
In the current fiscal(2011-2012) Directorate General: All India Radio has also
conducted six Appraisal and Refresher workshops for its Kisann Vani programme
producers in collaboration with Department of Agriculture and Cooperation, Ministry
of Agriculture. The workshops were successfully conducetd at Guwahati, Chennai,
Ahmedabad, Bhubneshwar, Palampur, and Patna to improve upon the programme
quality and content.
Radio Kisan Diwas
AII India Radio observes 15th February as Radio Kisan Diwas over all its stations by
mounting special programmes on the occasion. Farmers, who are benefited by the
information disseminated through agricultural programmes on AIR, share their
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experiences with other fellow farmers in their regional language/dialect.
Environment
In view of its importance, wildlife and forest conservation is treated by AIR as a
challenge and emphasis is given on development activities as well as social rituals .
All India Radio projects the success of governmental initiatives, which take place in
forestry, wildlife conservation and ecological balance. World day to combat
desertification is also observed by AIR stations every year to create awareness about
land degradation and desertification.
All the AIR stations are giving wide publicity to the legal factors concerning
environment and forestry. These programmes are monitored regularly by the
Directorate, through monthly statements sent by AIR stations.
Health & Family Welfare
Health & family welfare programmes are regular broadcasts of All India Radio. All
regional and Local Radio Stations produce and broadcast these programmes in their
respective regional languages. Subjects covered in these programmes are raising in
marriageable age, delaying the first child, space between two children, terminal
methods, maternal care, child survival, promotion of inter-spouse
communication/male responsibility, neutralizing male preference syndrome, medical
termination of pregnancy, management of reproductive tract infections (RTIs) and
sexually transmitted infections (STIs), Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation
and Prevention of Misuse) Act- 1994, AIDS, drug abuse, breast feeding, child right,
girl child, adverse child sex ratio and to alter the Negative mindsets leading to
abortion of Girl Child fetus, Pre- Conception & Pre- Natal Diagnostic Techniques act
and the penalties contained therein to create public opinion against violation of its
provisions, disability, T.B., leprosy and reproductive child health etc.
Health campaigns on immunisation, Polio, Thalesimia, eye donation are publicised
widely in these programmes. Regular programmes are mounted against drug abuse,
tobacco consumption, illicit trafficking, AIDS etc. and to create awareness about the
rehabilitation and facilities being provided to the leprosy affected persons/ families
and campaigns based on articles 8, 9, 21, 27 & 30 of the UNCRPD to raise social
awareness on the issues of persons with disabilities .
All National International Days on Health and Family Welfare issues are observed by
all AIR stations by mounting special informative programmes.
Children’s Programmes
Children’s programmes are broadcast from all Regional and Local Radio Stations of
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AIR on weekly basis in their respective regional languages. These programmes are
designated for age group 5-7 years and 8-14 years. Special programmes for rural
children are also broadcast from AIR stations. Plays, short stories, features, choral
singing, interviews, stories from epics etc are part of these broadcasts. Children’s Day
is celebrated on November 14th as Baal Diwas with special activities for children,
stage shows and invited audience programmes.
Programmes are planned keeping in mind the following action points:
1. Protection of Rights of children
2. Care and Support to disabled Children and child labour, children under
difficult circumstances.
3. Equal status of girls.
4. Universal access to basic education to children and more attention to girl’s
education.
5. Providing safe and supportive environment to children.
6. Improvement in the economic condition of family and self-reliant society.
7. National and International cooperation for better future of the child.
8. Safe drinking water facility and sanitary means of excreta disposal.
Women Programmes
Women programmes of All India Radio covers subjects related to socio- economic
development of women, health & family welfare, Food and nutrition, scientific home
management, women entrepreneurship, education including adult education, women
empowerment, gender issues etc. Special programmes focusing on the status and
importance of the girl child are broadcast throughout the year to create social
awareness to welcome the girl child’s birth .These programmes also aim at creating
social awareness about the rights and privileges of women through the propagation of
legal literacy. Different traditional folk forms are used to communicate with the rural
women audience
Problems Confronting Women, viz:











Atrocities on women
Trafficking of women
Female feticide and infanticide
Obscene portrayal of women
Education & Employment opportunities
Security for women
Maternity benefits, creche etc. for working women
Equal wage for equal work
Ban child labour
Gender discrimination are some of the issues discussed in the programme.
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International Women’s Day is observed with special programmes by all AIR
stations.
Swasth Bharat
The Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India has signed a MOU
with Prasar Bharati for broadcast of a half an hour Health Magazine programme for
five days a week over 29 stations of All India Radio. The programme has been
launched on 7th of April, 2012 on the occasion of World Health Day. The main aim
of the campaign is to inform and educate the listeners on health issues through the
terrestrial reach of Prasar Bharati. A workshop was held in Delhi on 6th March, 2012
to brief the producers regarding the content and format of the programme. The
workshop was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Health Minister Shri Ghulam Nabi Azad.
The Ministry has prepared a list of the experts available in each state, who will
participate in these programmes over various issues involved with the health of the
people.
2.7 RADIO BROADCASTING IN ODISHA
Origin of radio broadcast in Odisha can be traced to the setting up of a station at
Cuttack on 28th of January 1948. This development laid the foundation of radio
transmissions in the state. With the help up of a 1 kilowatt shortwave transmitter,
Cuttack began broadcasting on air.
Cuttack is counted among the stations which started broadcasting immediately after
the independence of India. H R Luthra took charge as the first Director of Cuttack
station. Witnessing several upgradations, AIR Cuttack presently broadcasts using 300
KW medium wave transmitter. It is available on DTH platform too. It operates a FM
Rainbow channel also.
Vividh Bharati programmes were first broadcast at Cuttack station in 1962. This
station started broadcasting commercials in 1975. A multi-purpose studio to record
interviews of politicians and other eminent personalities was set up at the state’s
capital city – Bhubaneswar. It is known as Auxilary Studio.
By 2013, Odisha had 20 Akashvani stations. 8 medium wave, one short wave and 14
FM (Frequency Modulation) transmitters are operational. Many regional stations have
been set up across Odisha: Sambalpur station on May 26, 1963; Jeypore station on
June 28, 1964; Bhawanipatna on December 30, 1993; Rourkela station on January 24,
1985; Keonjhar station on November 29, 1988; Baripada station on February 25, 1991;
Joranda station on October 3, 1995; Puri station on January 26, 1999; Brahmapur
station on August 15, 1999. The setting up of transmitters at Nuapada, Rayagada,
Baliguda, Parlakhemundi, Paradeep, Deogarh, Sundargarh and Angul facilitated radio
broadcast in the state. Using DTH (Direct To Home) technology, Odia programes of
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Cuttack station were first broadcast to every nook and corner of the world on June 30,
2006.
Publisher of Odia daily ‘Sambad,’ Eastern Media Limited was the first private
company to venture into private radio broadcasting in the state. Their FM channel
Radio Chokolate 104 FM went on-air on 4th May, 2007. The broadcast of Big FM
(then owned by Adlabs Films) reached radio listeners on May 17 of the same year.
The third FM channel Red FM came to Odisha on August 14, 2009. Owners of the
eponymous private channel along with Zee Enterprises began broadcasting Sarthak
FM in 2016.
Odisha has a robust community radio media. Its first community radio was ‘Radio
Namaskar’ which began broadcasting from Konark on February 12, 2010. ‘Radio
Sanskaar’ from Jagatsinghpur and ‘Radio Kisan’ from Balipatna followed. ‘Radio
Muskaan’ started broadcasting programs on April 14, 2012 from Phulbani.
Educational institutions have set up community radio stations at their campuses or
internet radio stations. Ravenshaw University started ‘Ravenshaw Radio’ in 2011.
Sikhya O Anusandhan University’s ‘Voice of SOA Community 90.4’ went on-air on
October 15, 2012.
Odisha’s first internet radio www.odiaradio.com became available to listeners on June
21, 2012. Odisha State Open University’s (OSOU) internet radio ‘Pragyabani’ was
launched on June 10, 2016 for students and the public. It covers the syllabus and
related educational information.

2.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Describe the history of radio in India.
2. Define the role of radio after independence.
3. What was the impact of different radio programme on listeners?
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UNIT-3 PENETRATION OF RADIO IN RURAL INDIA: RISE OF
FM RADIO
Unit Structure
3.1 Learning Objective
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Rural Broadcasting
3.4 Rise of FM Radio
3.5 Community Radio Station
3.6 Check Your Progress
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After completion of this unit learners would able to understand:


Impact of radio in rural India



Rise of FM Radio



Role of Community Radio

3.2 INTRODUCTION
All India Radio(AIR) is popularly known as Akashvani. People in India trust
information from AIR. The Govt. of India informs about the policies plans and
programmes along with the promotion of cultural richness and unity of the country
through radio. There is a sense of integrity among the people, narrowing the gap
between urban and rural life. It also communicates in almost all the regional
languages about health, education, work efficiency and many more subjects to the
urban as well as rural India.
All India Radio is India’s Public Service Radio Broadcaster and the Radio vertical of
Prasar Bharati. Serving its mandate to inform, educate and entertain its listeners, All
India Radio is living up to its motto of ‘Bahujan Hitaya: Bahujan Sukhaya’. It is one
of the largest broadcasting organisations in the world in terms of number of languages
of broadcast and the spectrum of socio-economic and cultural diversity it serves.
AIR’s home service constitutes of 470 broadcasting centres pan India, which covers
nearly 92% of country’s area and 99.19% of India’s total population. AIR produces
programmes in 23 languages and 179 dialects.
3.3 RURAL BROADCASTING
After independence, Radio broadcasting for rural listeners has been of a special
significance for a country like India, whose economy was dependent on two third of
the population dependant on agricultural activities. It is a matter of great interest to
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know that rural broadcasting in India is older than AIR.
Imagine a country which has 22 officially-recognized languages and a total of 1652
mother tongues in a country of more than a billion strong population and spread over
an area of 3.2 million square kilometers -- that's India.
Given its diversity and expanse, one could well understand the problems the tribals,
under-privileged, or minority cultures face in getting their voices heard.
As far as the radio is concerned, long years of official domination by the government,
outdated, but existing British regulations, and the rampant commercialization of the
airwaves have complicated the problem. Citizens groups and non-profit organizations
in India are pushing for a wider representation on the centralized and hierarchical
Indian radio network -- with some success. Court rulings have recently favored the
establishment of new, local stations and campaigners from across India are
underlining the importance of radio in shaping the destiny of Indian society For
decades, India's radio stations have been centralized, unable to cater to the regional
diversity of India, and lacking editorial independence.
Call it by any name -- community radio, rural radio, cooperative radio, or
development radio -- its proponents feel that radio holds the key that will unite India's
linguistic and ethnic diversity and improve the economic disparity and the huge ruralurban divide. "Imagine having your own radio station where you can walk in any time
to ask for your favorite music, share some important local event or chat with your
neighbor who's now become a celebrity,"
Farmers mainly need information and news relating to agricultural activities and the
policies made by Government. For this purpose from 1966 All India Radio has been
providing farming related information be it fertilizers, pesticides, seeds and new
modern agricultural machinery to the farmers. Qualified agricultural experts have
been engaged to design and produce useful programmes for farmers. The rural-urban
intensive nutrition programmes have also been introduced before few years in AIR.
The establishment of Farm and Home units to provide relevant, timely and local
specific information has been proved to be very useful. The emphasis on these farm
and home programmes is on a direct method of presentation, dictated by the need to
convey hardcore scientific and technical information and quick timely guidance.
AIR gradually won the confidence of the traditionally conservative farmers by
helping them through the use of new and improved techniques to diversify crops,
achieve higher production with obvious economic advantage to themselves and the
country. Radio played a key role in the Green Revolution of our country. The fact that
high yield varieties of rice used to be called Radio Rice bears testimony to radios
proximity to the farmers.
With a view to popularize the importance of local governance and panchayati raj, the
Administrative Reforms Commission has recommended the radio broadcast as a most
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effective means for reaching out to the rural areas.

The Commission in its sixth report, ‘Local Governance´, has laid stress on
strengthening the “third tier of governance" by raising awareness about the local
bodies and panchayati raj institutions through effective media campaigns.
“A multi-pronged approach using different modes of communication like the print
media, visual media, electronic media, folk arts and plays should be adopted to
disseminate information and create awareness about panchayati raj," the
Commission has said.
“It should be ensured that there is a convergence in approach to achieve synergies
and maximize reach," it added.
Underscoring the importance of radio broadcast in rural areas, the Commission
headed by Veerappa Moily, said that visual media such as television has a limited
utility on account of lack of rural electrification.
Print medium is handicapped because of poor literacy in rural areas which is 59.4%
according to Census of India.
“This underlines the importance of propagation through radio broadcasting both in
terms of reach, which is 99.19% of local population, as well as the cost involved,"
the Commission said.
The Commission advised the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting to “devise a
mechanism" in consultation with the Ministry of Panchayati Raj, the Ministry of
Rural Development and the Ministry of Agriculture and other ministries concerned
for effectively implementing the campaign.
“Rural broadcasting should become a full-fledged independent activity of All India
Radio. Its units should be based in districts and the broadcasts should be primarily
in the local language," the Commission, in its report said.
The programmes aired should focus on issues related to agriculture, rural
development, panchayati raj institutions, public health, sanitation and education and
local language broadcasts should be aimed at effectively reaching out to both
literate and illiterate population/s.
Farm Broadcasts: Specialised programme production units known as Farm and
Home Units were set up by All India Radio to undertake programmes for the rural
audience, particularly the farmers. These units were managed by agricultural
specialists who had a flair for radio communication. They received massive support
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from the officers of the departments of agriculture and animal husbandry of the
state governments besides the agriculture research institutes. Universities like
Patnagar Agriculture University prepared special inputs including taped
programmes for inclusion in the programme for farmers. There were farm radio
reporters attached to each radio station who spent nearly three weeks in villages to
collect recordings from the farmers, village level workers and agriculture officers.
Green revolution was a mission to be achieved and the entire country’s efforts were
focused on this.
Knowing the Audience: Production of agricultural programmes like other
programmes involves evolving a programme strategy which comprises assessing
the needs of the audience and planning the content based on their needs. If you
understand who your listener is, it would be easier to make your messages relevant,
useful and effective. Knowledge of the audience helps to set objectives and decide
appropriate content.
When we talk about the audience, we should also consider the diversity in their
food habits, socio-cultural issues, literacy, the geographical and climatic situation in
which they live and a host of related issues. For example we have wide disparities
in literacy levels from 90% in Kerela to 39% in Bihar and Rajasthan. While rice is a
staple diet in eastern states, in Punjab or Haryana, it is wheat. These differences
have direct implications on the programmes you broadcast. Andhra’s major crop is
tobacco, while Jute is one of the major cultivations in Bengal. There are small land
holdings in some states and large farms in others. Moreover minimum wages gievm
to farm workers is different in each state. So, the programmes need to meet specific
requirements of that particular area, even in terms of the languages and dialects
used.
Categories of Farmers: Majority of Indian farmers have small amount of earnings.
Some other categories includes farmers with larger holdings and medium sixed
holdings as well. Then there are farmhands who are landless or posses the bare
minimum with one hut in it. These landless farmers are the most vulnerable and
most exploited as they are mostly ignorant about their entitlement to minimum
wages and government aid programmes. Thus farmer or agriculturists are of five
kinds:
a. Large land holding farmers
b. Medium lad holding farmers
c. Small land holding farmers
d. Marginal farmers
e. Landless agricultural workers
Among the farmers who belong to the first three categories, there are several
progressive farmers. They may or may not be qualifies agricultural hands with any
kind of education but they are avid learners and use all the inputs available to them.
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They listen to the radio frequently always on the lookout for new information. They
focus on increasing their productivity by utilizing new techniques of farming, new
variety of seeds and equipments and irrigate their lands properly by listening careful
to radio programmes. When interviewed, they give positive feedback which
contributes to the credibility of farming related programmes.
Hardcore Agricultural Programmes: These are programmes which focus on
intensive and modern farming techniques. They deal with scientific methods of
increasing productivity of the field crops, vegetables and fruits. The information
contained in these programmes is to be designed very carefully with advice from
experts. Inputs are provided on:
a. Seeds
b. Irrigation and Watershed Management
c. Farm Machinery
d. Land Development
e. Fertilizer use
f. Pesticides and crop Protection
Programmes on Allied Subjects: Some topics are not part of extremely essential
agricultural requirements but might supplement their incomes or overall economic
output. These programmes also focus on their personal wellbeing and improvement.
They are:
a. Animal Husbandry
b. Fisheries
c. Sericulture (Mullbery and silk worm cultivation for silk)
d. Horticulture (Flower abd fruit cultivation)
e. Poultry Farming
f. Apiculture (Bee farming for Honey)
g. Cottage industries
h. Duck Farming
General Interest Topics:
Some of other areas where farmers need assistance are:
a. Crop Insurance: failure of crops during a season and death of cattle are very
worrisome for farmers whose livelihood is affected by these incidents.
Information on availability of crop or cattle related insurance will surely help
them in their times of crisis.
b. Credit for Farmers: The farmers should be aware of cooperatives and loan
availability from rural banks to ensure their economic safety. Otherwise they
fall prey to moneylenders and middlemen and suffer from debt overload.
They should be aware where to seek the right kind of help to increase
productivity and protect their lands.
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c. Legal Literacy: Minimum wages, basic rights are all included in textbooks
and law books that never reach the Indian farmers. This information should
be simplified and articulated in local languages and dialects through radio to
make sure that they are aware of their basic right and protected by their
country under such laws.
d. Social Forestry: Farmers should be made aware of the growing pressures on
the forests due to overpopulation and be encouraged to practice social
forestry. This will ensure that they get a continuous supply of noncommercial energy i.e. wood and fodder without straining already reducing
forest covers.
3.4 RISE OF FM RADIO
Edwin Howard Armstrong invented frequency-modulated or FM radio in 1933. FM
improved the audio signal of radio by controlling the noise static caused by electrical
equipment and the earth's atmosphere. Until 1936, all American transatlantic
+telephone communication had to be routed through England. That year, a direct
radio telephone circuit was opened to Paris.
In 1965, the first Master FM Antenna system in the world, designed to allow
individual FM stations to broadcast simultaneously from one source, was erected on
the Empire State Building in New York City.
Frequency Modulation(FM) used for Very High Frequency (VHF) broadcasts. FM
frequency band extending from 87.0 MHz to 108 Mhz.
FM broadcast is being increasingly growing as it provides the listeners high quality
signals free of noise. FM broadcasting is more capable of expanding local services in
different dialects.
FM broadcasting began on 23 July 1977 in Chennai (then Madras), and was
expanded during the 1990s, nearly 50 years after it mushroomed in the US. It
boomed after 2001 when the privatization of FM broadcasting began. As of
December 2018, there are more than 369 operational private radio stations in more
than 101 cities and towns across India. The Government of India-owned All India
Radio has about 450 FM stations covering 39% of the area and 52% of the
population of India.
The country first experimented with private FM broadcasts in the small tourist
destination of Goa and the large metropolitan areas of Delhi, Kolkatta, Mumbai and
Chennai.
These
were
followed
by
private
stations
in Bangalore, Hyderabad, Jaipur and Lucknow.
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Until 1993, All India Radio, a government undertaking, was the only radio
broadcaster in India. The government then decided to privatise the radio
broadcasting sector. It sold airtime blocks on its FM channels in Indore, Hyderabad,
Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Vishakapatnam and Goa to private operators, who
developed their own programme content. The Times Group operated its brand,
Times FM, till June 1998. After that, the government decided not to renew contracts
given to private operators. Instead, in 2000, the government announced the auction
of 108 FM frequencies across India, opening up the FM broadcasting industry to
private competition.
Radio City Bangalore, started on July 3, 2001, as India's first private FM radio
station. The Times Group rebranded their radio operations, establishing the Radio
Mirchi brand. The first Radio Mirchi station began broadcasting on October 4, 2001
in Indore.
Indian policy currently states that these broadcasters are assessed a one-time entry
fee (OTEF), for a license period of 10 years. Under the Indian accounting system,
this amount is amortized over the 10-year period at 10% per annum. The annual
license fee for private broadcasters is either 4% of revenue share or 10% of reserve
price, whichever is higher.
In the second phase of the development in 2005, the Government became flexible
and accommodating, kick starting the rapid expansion in private radio. Number of
radio stations increased with a new industry and friendly policies. By the end of
2009, a total number of 248 private FM stations and 171 FM transmitters of AIR
stations were operational in the country.
India's earlier attempts to privatise its FM channels ran into rough weather when
private players bid heavily and most could not meet their commitments to pay the
government the amounts they owed.
The third phase of FM Radio expansion, the Government approved through eauction 839 FM radio channels in 294 cities where the population is more than
1,00,000.
FM broadcasting has become a very popular in India and other countries within a
very short span of time.
Another long standing issue regarding private FM radio stations relates to airing of
news. Private FM radio stations have not been permitted to air news. However, the
FM channels can relay AIR News and most follow AIR Code.
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3.5 COMMUNITY RADIO STATION
Community Radio is a radio broadcast that caters to the interest of a certain area and it
generally broadcasts those programmes which is of interest to the local audience but is
overlooked by more powerful broadcast groups. It is entirely different from general
and commercial broadcast.
The broadcast of a Community Radio is usually limited to a geographical radius,
usually within five kilometers aerial distance of its transmitter.
It focuses on a specific set of listeners such as students, farmers, rural population, an
ethnic group or a range of listeners within its small broadcast area. Their target is to
benefit communities and the society at large.















These stations never broadcast for commercial gains.
Most of the Community Radio stations in the world act as NonGovernment organizations.
Community Radio stations take up issues which big commercial radio
stations choose to miss.
The Community Radio stations typically avoid content found on
commercial outlets such as Top 40 music.
Until late 2006, only educational institutions were allowed to set up
campus radio stations having a transmission range of 10-15km. The first
Community Radio station in India was started at Anna University on
February 1, 2004.
The Government of India granted licenses to several NGOs, educational
institutions, citizens’ societies, etc on November 30, 2008.
India had 200 Community Radio stations by January last year.
‘Sangham Radio’ was the first NGO from Andhra Pradesh to be granted a
Community Radio license on October 15, 2008.
Madhya Pradesh’s ‘Radio Bundelkhand’ became the second Community
Radio station to broadcast on October 28, 2008.
The Government of India has permitted the broadcast of news;
information beneficial to the public such as on sports, weather, traffic
update, festivals, power cuts, warning about disasters, health, etc till now.
The Central Government has allowed advertisement up to five minutes on
Community Radio per hour.
All the programmes of Community Radio must abide by the guidelines of
the Central Government and State Governments. This is mandatory.
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NEWS on AIR
Along with the technological developments have also contributing towards promoting
to the reach of radio to the masses. Research and Development Wing of AIR has come
out recently to provide audio service in online mode. Any person having a mobile
phone with internet connectivity can download AIR application and listen “News on
Air” from each of the radio station in India. This facility gives global connectivity to
each of the regional radio stations in India. We can access many archives in this
application.
3.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. What is the impact of radio on rural community?
2. Describe FM radio as urban centric mass medium?
3. What are the difference between FM and Community Radio?
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UNIT-4 STATE CONTROL AND DEMAND OF AUTONOMY
Unit Structure
4.1 Learning Objective
4.2 Introduction
4.3 State Monopoly on Broadcasting: Early Decades
4.4 Debates on Autonomy
4.5 Prasar Bharati: A ‘public’ service broadcaster
4.6 Summary
4.7 Check Your Progress
4.8 References
4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
In this unit we shall come to know the role of regulation and autonomy in media. We
shall also see how these two plays a vital role in the influencing the way media
operates within the society.
4.2 INTRODUCTION
This module sketches out the historical trajectory of political thinking and practice on
the question of autonomy of Doordarshan and All India Radio, from the post
independence period to now. The question of autonomy is important to consider as it
bears heavily on content, particularly news. In a climate of heavily commodified and
partisan private media, one needs to interrogate whether the public service
broadcaster emerge as a truly ‘public’ alternative?
4.3 STATE MONOPOLY ON BROADCASTING: EARLY DECADES
The history of broadcasting in India begins with radio, within the colonial period.
Radio was started by a private company, the Indian Broadcasting Company, in 1927.
However, due to low returns, the company soon closed down in 1930. The British
realised that radio is too powerful an instrument to be left to private players and
therefore took it under state control. In 1936 it was named All India Radio (AIR).
Post Independence, the centralised, bureaucratic control over radio not only continued
but in fact expanded. The colonial regulatory structures governing broadcasting were
also retained, and some of them do so till today. Far from having any editorial
freedom, AIR almost functioned like a government department, delivering
information on state schemes and other related issues. Tight controls also existed on
news content. In fact, AIR news division staff were part of the government’s Central
Information Service. It was also used to promote Hindi as a national language through
the broadcast of ‘national’ service, alongside local services. Within the Nehruvian
era, the role of mass media was essentially seen in promoting development and in
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nation building. Education rather than entertainment was the priority. AIR was thus
meant to “improve` the masses by giving them not “what they sought to hear but what
they ought to hear”. It was only due to declining listenership that in 1957, a new
station devoted to light music and even film music, was started.
As such, in the early decades, radio was preferred over television, as the latter was
considered a luxury that few could afford. This intent, coupled with lack of funds to
establish television infrastructure, meant that this medium saw a very slow growth.
Television in India was launched in 1959 on an experimental basis in two stations.
Regular daily transmissions began in 1965, and a station was added in Bombay in
1972. Through these years, the stations were managed by AIR. It was during the
emergency that TV was separated from AIR and named Doordarshan (DD) on April
1, 1976. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi understood its potential power ‘for offence and
defence’. Consequently, during the Emergency, both radio and TV were used as
propaganda machinery (White Paper 1977). The way that AIR was used prompted
many to term it as ‘All Indira Radio’. New TV stations were also added in Calcutta,
Lucknow and Madras. An often quoted incident of the period is how the Delhi station
was ordered to telecast a blockbuster film of the time, Bobby, so as to dissuade
people from attending a massive rally led by the opposition leader Jayprakash
Narayan. However, the rally still drew thousands of people.
4.4 DEBATES ON AUTONOMY
Was there any challenge to this tight control on airwaves in the early decades? Yes,
on many occasions, the question of autonomy in broadcasting was raised in the
political sphere. During the early decades a few independent commissions
recommended for both financial and administrative autonomy of radio and TV.
Ironically, it was Indira Gandhi who set up a commission of inquiry into broadcasting
in 1964 when she became the Minister of Information and Broadcasting. The
commission was headed by A K Chanda and brought out a critical report in 1966. It
was noted that Ministers interfered excessively in the policy-making functions of the
Directorate General as well as in programming. In this context, it called for a
complete restructuring as also expansion of radio and television. Among their 219
recommendations, which included introduction of advertising in AIR, allocation of
higher financial resources, decentralization, and mix of development and commercial
programmes, an important one was the creation of an autonomous national
corporation to oversee broadcasting. It was also argued that these powerful media
should remain under public control and “not be allowed in private hands” (ibid).
The proposal on autonomy was not accepted, as Indira Gandhi soon became the
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Prime Minister. As stated earlier, she realised the importance of keeping broadcasting
under state control. In fact, during the Emergency period, controls were tightened
even on private press (White Paper 1977). In 1977, when Congress government lost
power, and the first non-Congress government, the Janata Dal, came in, it renewed
the call for autonomy. In this regard, they commissioned a White Paper on the Misuse
of the Mass Media, followed by the constitution of a working group, headed by
former newspaper editor, B G Verghese, in August1977.
Following the recommendations of the Chanda committee, the working group also
proposed the formation of ‘an autonomous national trust’ on the lines of the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), which would govern radio and television and
remove it from government control (Verghese Report 1978). They named the trust
‘Akash Bharati’ and stated that it would be a non-profit body, “nationally owned and
responsibletoParliament”.Itwouldcompriseaboardoftrusteesornyasimandal.
The group empahsised on principles of decentralization and opposed the idea of
commercial advertising. In 1979, a Bill to create an autonomous corporation was
introduced in the Parliament. However soon the Janata government fell and as Indira
Gandhi came back in power, the bill was shelved.
In the early 1980s, television saw an expansion, when India decided to host the Asiad
games in 1982. New terrestrial transmitters were added, which increased the coverage
of both DD and AIR to almost 80 percent of the urban population and half of the rural
population. Colour transmission also began. In December 1982, a working group was
appointed to prepare a ‘software plan’ for Doordarshan, under P C Joshi so that it
could help in promoting social and economic development and provide information,
education and entertainment. Their report, ‘An Indian Personality for Television’
gave a number of suggestions in this regard and stressed on the need for a
participatory model of communication.
Despite the expansion of TV, the question of autonomy was kept in cold storage
through the 1980s. It was only in 1989 when another non-Congress government came
to power, that the matter was opened for consideration. A bill was again introduced
and finally passed by the Parliament in 1990. However, it was notified only seven
years later in 1997, as Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) Act, 1990.
It established Prasar Bharati as a statutory autonomous body to oversee both AIR
and Doordarshan. While the Act was based on the Verghese Committee Report of
1978, but there were many differences with the recommendations. An important one
was that while the Committee had called for the creation of a ‘Trust’ in the service of
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the public, the Act outlined a Corporation.
4.5 PRASAR BHARATI: A ‘PUBLIC’ SERVICE BROADCASTER
It is now three decades since promulgation of the Act. However, media scholars and
observers are still questioning whether the ‘public service broadcaster’ established by
virtue of it, is truly public. This question forms the scope of discussion in this section.
At the outset, there is need to consider a landmark pronouncement by the Supreme
Court in 1995, in the case ‘Ministry of Information and Broadcasting v/s Cricket
Association of Bengal’, which was in relation to a contest between Doordarshan and a
private broadcaster, TWI over telecast rights on cricket. Ruling in favour of TWI, the
Court stated: Airwaves constitute public property and must be utilised for advancing
public good... it is the duty of the State to see that airwaves are so utilised as to
advance the free speech right of the citizens which is served by ensuring plurality and
diversity of views, opinions and ideas... Conceding, such a right would be detrimental
to the free speech rights of the body of citizens in as much as only the privileged few
powerful economic, commercial and political interests- would come to dominate the
media. By manipulating the news, views and information, by indulging in
misinformation and disinformation, to suit their commercial or other interests, they
would be harming – and not serving – the principle of plurality and diversity of
views, news, ideas and opinions (Sc Judgement 2006).
The judgement has mainly been interpreted to have called for an independent
authority to regulate all broadcasting activities, including of private players and of
Prasar Bharati. An independent regulator was also recommended a year later by the
Nitesh Sengupta Committee on Prasar Bharati (Sengupta Report 1996). But in its
pronouncement, the judgment also outlined, what constitutes ‘public’ broadcasting that which is free from either the controls of the state or commercial pressures. The
judgment pointed to the dangers of “the privileged few – powerful economic,
commercial and political interests” dominating media.
In India, it is the public service broadcaster which has the potential to emerge as a
truly public alternative to profit-oriented private media in India. A number of scholars
working on media emphasise that strong public service broadcasting forms the
cornerstone of public interest in any society, among other provisions such as
universality of access, free and pluralist media, independent regulatory authority,
community media etc (see Page and Crawley 2001, Price & Verhulst 1998, Jeffrey
2006, Rodrigues, Thomas 1993). According to Thomas (1993), public service
broadcasting itself is based on three axes: access to all, diverse quality programming,
and free from state, commercial and sectoral interests. Talking of the Indian context,
he stresses that: the freeing of broadcasting from State control should not be based on
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or guided by the dictates of economic liberalisation which is currently being seen as
the key determinant to the overall development of India… it would be important that
the ethic of public service and responsibility to the community be central to the
concerns animating the formation of PSB in India. If, on the other hand, such
imperatives are treated as peripheral concerns to the debate on the future of
broadcasting in India, the further marginalisation of the poor in India will become
inevitable.
In short, “the public service broadcasting has to meet the needs of ‘two-Indias’ if it is
to distinguish itself from private and foreign competitors and remain relevant in a
crowded multi-channel market”. In this backdrop, the answer to whether public
service broadcaster (Prasar Bharati) is truly public can be gauged by reviewing
whether it meets the normative conditions of being free of the controls of state,
excessive commercial pressures, and whether it serves public interest in its
programming. We examine this question here.
In principle, the ‘autonomous status’ of Prasar Bharati has been guaranteed by having
only one representative of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) in the
13 member board for its supervision and management. But as scholars note, both
existing loopholes in the Act and the actual implementation pose a question mark on
its autonomous status. For instance, there is a bifurcation within Section 32 of the
Act, which “mandates that the Government shall make the rules and Prasar Bharati
shall make the regulations” (Ninan 2013). According to Mrinal Pande, a former
chairperson of the Board, the act was “hastily crafted” and gave birth to “a
malnourished creature with a severe bipolar disorder,” as a result of which “over the
past 17 years, an almost Stalinist system has continued to run it from the back seat”
(Pande 2014). “As chapter 4 (miscellaneous) guarantees that the authority for
practically everything, from fixing the salaries and allowances and laying down
conditions of service (including retirement benefits) for three whole-time members of
the board, (i.e., the CEO, and members of personnel and finance), six part-time
members (including the chairman) and all the employees of AIR and DD, remains
with the ministry “(ibid). So, “there is no transparency in how a chairperson or other
board members are selected, and how a Prasar Bharati board asked with general
supervision , direction and management of affairs of the corporation can have no say
in the selection of the three top members of the executive : the CEO and the Members
Personnel and Finance (Ninan2013).
What has been commonly observed is that all political parties talk of granting genuine
autonomy to the corporation, when in opposition, but gladly muddle with its affairs
when in power (Shaw 2015, Pande 2014). As B G Verghese (of the Verghese
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committee) and also former director of the Prasar Bharati, says, PSB “never
enjoyedautonomy with accountability to the people of India through Parliament, as
statutorily provided. The Government has kept it on a tight leash, controlling
personnel and finance. The PB Board, the custodian of its autonomy, was reduced to
little more than a signboard, without a Chairman or a full complement of Members”
(Verghese2010).
The administrative autonomy is in many ways linked to financial autonomy. Prasar
Bharati is dependent for at least half of its budget on Government funding, which
comes in the form of equity, grand-in-aid or loans. Special budgetary allocations are
also made. This dependence makes it vulnerable to political interference in
management, as also, as we shall see later, in matters of news content.
There are potentially two ways out of this financial dependence on the government.
One is license fee, which is a mechanism by which the public pays a fee in order to
access the broadcaster. This has been the dominant model of funding for most public
service broadcasters in the world, such as the BBC in UK, and in Japan and Sweden
(Jhunjhunwala 2010). In some other countries, license fee is combined with
government grants and/or advertising. In India, the proposal on license fee has never
been seriously considered. For instance, in April 2010, a Group of Ministers (GoM)
drafted a plan for a financial overhaul of Prasar Bharati with recommendations about
converting outstanding government loans to grants, waiving off the loan interest and
cutting down government support. The GoM however rejected a proposal on license
fee on grounds that it would be both costly and cumbersome to operationalise. Such a
proposal had also been rejected earlier (Indiantelevision.com2003).
A second potential route to financial autonomy is increasing share of advertising
revenues. This is the road that has been taken in India. After the broadcasting sector
was opened up in the early 1990s, the state had to grapple with the question of the
survival of DD in the new competitive environment. In response, the government
decided to commercialise it, by adding channels, changing content and increasing
advertising slots, so as it could compete on equal footing with the private players
(McDowell 1997). It was also ensured that DD had some competitive advantages
over the private broadcasters, such as through telecast rights over major sporting
events, mandatory carriage of a few DD channels by cable/DTH operators and by
gaining first mover advantage in DTH, Mobile TV and HDTV etc. As such, the
commercialization of DD was already underway since the 1980s, through increase in
private programming (McDowell 1997). In fact, commercial earnings increased 20
fold between 1982 and 1992 (ibid). In the 1990s, advertising revenues escalated
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further (Sinha 1996). In the last two decades, the corporation has taken a number of
steps to continually increase its revenues, such as through e-auctions of channel slots
on the DTH service and prime time slots on DD National, cross channel advertising
from private broadcasters and launch of over 200 AIR FM stations to tap local
advertising.
Given the increasing commercial and profit imperatives of the Corporation, the public
interest value of the content offered on its platforms has withered. The programming
has begun to increasingly reflect the pressures of advertisers, and as a result, both old
and new channels in national and regional space are similar to private channels. In
fact, in 2005, Prasar Bharati was asked by a Parliamentary Standing Panel to reduce
programmes with social messages on DD and AIR for these brought no revenue
(Ghosh 2005). “This was in response to submissions by both Doordarshan and AIR
that they were obligated to devote thousands of hours to programmes that no private
channel would touch (ibid). Not surprising then that in 2014, a month long mapping
of content in five DD channels showed that the “slot for entertainment on DD
National was nearly four times the combined share of agriculture, education, health,
information and science and technology” (The Hoot 2014). Given the declining
standards in programming, scholars have questioned even the relevance of having a
public broadcaster. According to Fursich & Shrikhande the positioning of DD as a
competitor in the larger market, “raises the broader issue of whether there is a future
for development broadcasting in a commercialized global television environment.
Sinha also contends that in the aggressive race for revenues, “the prospects of
protecting or fostering broadcasting in the public interest look extremely bleak”. On
similar lines it has been argued that if its programming emphases is conditioned by
‘what interests the public public’ rather than ‘public interest’ values, then the
“rationale and case for having a public broadcaster weakens...”(Parathasarathi &
Chotani 2015). And that, if the broadcaster “cannot meet the information needs of the
most deprived sections of the population, Prasar Bharati should not be in business”
(Ninan2015).
Given this context, in the last decade, the functioning of Prasar Bharati has been
reviewed by two more committees, appointment by two different political regimes.
They both recommended ways to ensure greater administrative and financial
autonomy, along with suggestions for improving its content so it fosters public
service values.
In 1999, a review committee was appointed by the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) led
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government. Headed by Shunu Sen, the
committee noted: “Public-service broadcasting is essential in India, and must be seen
as a right of all citizens. It must provide a platform for free discourse and debate,
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while its content must empower people. The role and functions of a public service
broadcaster require that must it be autonomous. While Prasar Bharati should be
accountable to Parliament for policy and strategic decisions, the organisation would
be responsible for its own operational and tactical decisions. The government of the
day must have no hand in its functioning or decision-making, and must remain at
arms-length from Prasar Bharati.” On similar lines, a committee, appointed by the
Congress party led United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government in 2013 and
headed by Sam Pitroda, stressed that all the sections and clauses in the act which
allow the government to decide on matters of appointment payment, service rules,
finances etc should be scrapped. It also called for structural changes in all its systems,
including ownership, management and finance. It stated: “Prasar Bharati’s vision
must be to become a genuine ‘public broadcaster’ as against a ‘government
broadcaster’ or a commercially motivated ͚’private broadcaster’. It should beperceived
as an unbiased, credible, autonomous, independent voice that makes Indians better
citizens and enriches their lives with right information, quality entertainment and
value education (Pitroda Report Vol 2: 22)” Also, that “Real autonomy flows from
financial independence. Budgetary flow should be like “charged funds” as flow to
constitutional bodies. Govt. must allocate resources and then follow a totally handsoff policy (ibid: 23) But, as before, these suggestions on autonomy have not been
implemented by either government. It continues to function like a state controlled
commercial enterprise. And even though digitization has helped expand the
broadcaster’s reach, but it has not necessarily improved the diversity and quality of its
output (Parathasarathi & Chotani2015).
4.6 SUMMARY
One of the most important conditions of free press in any democratic set up is
absence of state control. When India gained independence, freedom of speech, from
which freedom of press derives its sanctity, was enshrined in the constitution of a
democratic India. However a contradiction emerged in practice. While print media
enjoyed unfettered growth, radio and television were kept strictly under the monopoly
of the state. With the opening up of the media in the early 1990s, private television
and radio channels flourished, but Doordarshan and AIR continued to be within state
control. The various attempts to guarantee autonomy to these media, delivered only in
1997, with the promulgation of the Prasar Bharati Act. However, as the module
discussed, political control of the Board continues, bringing into question its
autonomous status. Political control especially exists in news on both DD and AIR;
they continue to exist as publicity media for whichever regime is in power, squashing
any hopes of them emerging as truly ‘public’ alternative to profit driven private
players.
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4.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Do you think autonomy was required for broadcasting in India?
2. After formation of Prasar Bharti what are the changes found in AIR and
Doordarshan?
3. Do you think state plays monopoly on radio broadcasting?
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